UNIT NUMBER: DIANA
AREA OF SERVICE: LONDON-UNGAVA

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION:
Composite screw steamer; full-rigged, three masted schooner.

Construction: Iron frame planked.
Designer and builder: Stephens & Sons, Glasgow.
Dimensions: Length: 115.4  Breadth: 21.5  Depth: 12.4
Draft: Number of passengers: Number of crew: Plans: Boiler (C.7/40, fo.61)
Power: 30 HP compound inverted engines fitted by Howden of Glasgow.
Registered: Glasgow 33509/25651  London 47699/39923
Speed: Tonnage: 104/179

HISTORY:
1869  Built at Glasgow
1880-1881  Purchased by Hudson's Bay Company. Fitted with new boiler and a refrigerating apparatus
made by D. & W. Henderson of Glasgow. Intended to ship frozen salmon from Ungava.
1881-1887  Voyages to Ungava.
1888, 14 February  Sold to George Rodrigues, Liverpool for £1,000.

MASTERS:
1881  James Allan
1882-1887  Charles J. Riches
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PHOTOGRAPHS AND DOCUMENTARY ART:

REFERENCES:

C.7/40  Miscellaneous Papers  1880-1887
E.188/11  Agreement & Account of Crew  1882
C.7/180  Agreements & Accounts of Crew  1884-1887
C.3/18  Portledge Book (with crew lists)  1881-1887
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